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Buying Gold Now?

What wise do in the beginning, fools do in the end

In 1932, the US president issued an order banning private possession of Gold with penalties 

of imprisonment, the order remained valid for 40 years and hence price remained             

constant at $35 per ounce through the period. (One ounce is equivalent to about 31 grams, 

so $1.2 per gram). 

Since 1971 when US abandoned the “Gold Standard”, the set Gold prices of free gold 

started moving from about Rs.18 per gram to almost Rs.3000 in 2012, a compounded 

annualized growth of about 13%p.a. In fact till 2005, the previous 30 years returns was 

below 8% p.a.

Between 1991 and 2001, Gold price in India remained in a narrow band with almost NIL 

returns for 10 long years in spite of high inflation. In fact, global prices dropped 25% during 

the period and due to currency depreciation, the drop was lower in India.

When Sensex (Equity Index) was formed in 1977, if had you sold 1 sovereign (8gm) of Gold 

at then prevailing price of Rs.550 (Rs.68 per gram) and invested in Sensex, you can buy     

4.5 soverign gold at current price. In other words, Rs. 1000 invested in Gold in 1977 is 

currently worth Rs.42,000 whereas the same Rs.1000 in Sensex would have become          

Rs. 1,90,000. This is without accounting for dividend income during the period in Sensex 

whereas in Gold the only dividend is the pride in showing around.

If you are not aware of the above but still believe Gold is an excellent investment choice 

currently, kindly continue reading below:

*CAGR - Compounded Annual Growth Rate
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Historical Gold Prices in India: RBI

RBI has been publishing gold prices as it traded in India, as reproduced below. RBI’s data is 

from 1971, the year Gold prices were set free globally. Till then, Gold price was linked to 

US Dollar at $1.2 per gram.
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As the table highlights, gold price has grown about 20%p.a. over the last 5-10 
years. The last time it delivered similar returns over a decade was in the 70’s and 
subsequent twenty years; it delivered about 5%p.a. The other inference we must make is 

about the standard deviation, a measurement to use to understand the range at which 

annual returns have moved away from the mean average. Over the last forty years, gold 

price appreciation has most of the time, moved about 15% higher or lower from the            

average return of about 12%. 

Contrarian Views

Few months back, one of the largest consulting companies in the world surveyed prominent 

gold mining companies and asked them the gold price at which they believe they will be 

able to sell their future produce, the average number indicated was about 10% lower from 

current price of $1650 per ounce for 2013 and about 22% lower for 2014 and beyond.      

On the back of 20%-30% annual rise for many years now, why should the miners expect 

lower price in future instead of the rise continuing?

Warren Buffett, one of the world’s most successful investor of all times, wrote a lengthy 

article in “Fortune” magazine in February 2012 discouraging investors to consider investing 

in Gold and detailing the merit of Equity over it. In one of the shareholders meeting of    

Berkshire Hathaway, the company he runs, of which I am a proud shareholder, he noted in 

his own witty way “If it is true that mankind exist in other planets, they will be scratching 

their head wondering the logic behind few guys in Africa and elsewhere digging for a metal, 

many trade over it and few in Asia buy and store it with no economic value over it”. Why 

should the world’s best known investor be bearish on Gold, after such a marvelous rally it 

has seen in the recent past?

Disregard such fore warnings and relying more on recent price trend is a typical nature of 

general investors in the middle of a speculative bubble that will eventually burst. Is it a 

speculative bubble and if, how will it burst and what must an investor do. Before we venture 

into finding answers, let us discuss the Global Gold markets and what impacts the price. 

This exercise is simple but important to bring clarity to inferences that we may have to make 

to get into logical answers for above questions.

Global Gold Market Size

In 2011, the total world-wide demand for gold was about 4500 Tonnes ( 1 Ton is 
1000 Kg, 1Kg is 1000 grams and hence at current price of Rs. 2800 per gram, a 

ton is worth about Rs.280 Cr, $ 50M). About 2000 Tons is jewellery demand and 

450 Tons is Industrial demand, 450 Tons is Central Banks demand and 1600 is Investment 

Demand. 
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One interesting note here: About 450 tonnes of gold worth about Rs.1.20,000 Cr              

($22 Billion) are being used annually for industrial use. You may find micro grams of Gold 

in cell phones, laptops, dentistry as well as high end glasses. When Apollo 11 landed on the 

Moon, Gold coated visors protected astronaut’s eyes from searing sunlight due to heat and 

radiation reflection. About 5 grams can be drawn into a wire of 1 kilometer long, can 

withstand heat from -50’C to 200’C and hence find application in many areas. In fact, I still 

remember getting fleeced at the Muscat airport while inquisitively buying Gold Halwa and 

recently I have seen advertisements of Gold Appam. For a long time, many believed that 

“Kayakalpam” made in Gold will add vigor to sex life. Buying Gold for your wife may 

improve your chances of a better sex life but definitely not through any form of Gold intake. 

Edible Gold is approved by global regulators only as a colouring and decorative item with 

no nutrition value. Your body will treat it as it treats a rock, marble or bubblegum, it just 

passes it through.

Indian Gold Market Size

About one third of global demand (after excluding central banks) emanates from India. As 

per World Gold Council, Indian demand for jewellery last year was about 690T and invest-

ment demand of 410T, making up to about 1100 T. We import almost whole of it, worth 

about Rs.2.75 Lakh crores. China is the second largest consumer of jewellery but it is also 

the largest miner in the world. Middle East is also one of the top 5 markets, and most of the 

purchases are made indirectly by Indians only. 

Another interesting fact: Apparently, Indian households hold about 20,000 tonnes of Gold 

worth about USD 1 trillion (Hold your breath, about Rs.56 Lakh crores, that can be melted 

into a cube of 10 feet per side, less than our typical bed room). With this amount, you can 

buy almost the entire free float market capitalization of the whole listed corporate India. 
You will still have some change with which we can buy few neighboring countries 
as well (By the way, Pakistan’s annual GDP is only USD 200 Billion). Or we can 
choose to prepay all the short term and long term external debt we have (About $ 300 

Billion or so) and still run the country deficit less for as long we live. This is truly hypothetical 

because, our household may not sell the Gold assets and if ever they decide so, there is 

nobody to buy when we turn seller. If India turns a seller of Gold, a 40% buyer to turn a 

seller in a market where annual demand is met with annual mining supply, prices will crash. 

After about 50% decline in gold price in global markets in 90’s, major banks in Europe 

entered into an agreement among themselves not to arbitrarily sell Gold and thus hurt 

market prices. Instead the agreement paved way for organized selling to ensure their selling 

doesn’t hurt the demand and supply. If Gold is such an ever rising commodity as it is made 

out to be by market commentators, why did such banks renew this arrangement recently?
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Jewellery         Technology         Investment

Source : Thomson Reuters GFMS, World Gold Council

Mine production         Net producer hedging         Recycled

Net central bank sales         Net disinvestment

Source : Thomson Reuters GFMS, World Gold Council

Supply Statistics
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The figure above is certainly worth a 1000 words: 

 1. The 1971-80 decade saw investment demand eating into jewellery demand due to 

about 8 times price rise before. But the subsequent ten year period had witnessed 

a negative return. The 2001-10 decade also shows a similar pattern.

 2. Investment demand always flows into an asset class as the momentum builds and 

today’s investment demand could be tomorrow’s supply unlike genuine jewellery 

demand that rarely becomes future supply. If investment demand that anticipates 

future jewellery demand is driving up prices, the bubble will burst when anticipated 

jewellery demand does not materialize.

 3. Anticipated jewellery demand that can sustain and absorb many previous years of 

investment demand may not materialize if the current price remains the same or 

goes further up. On the other hand, the current increasing trend in recycled gold 

(secondary sales) supply will check any further material price run.

 4. The belief that investor fear on paper currency and other assets may turn their 

attention to Gold may have worked for a while, say since 2008, but making a fresh 

buying after it had run up 600% in 10 years is absurd. If this is not speculation, then 

what is it?

 5. A rise of 600% in 10 years amounts to 21%p.a. and for it revert back to long term 

return range of around 10% to 11%p.a. it must either drop 22% (price correction) 

next year or remain at current levels till 2017 (time correction).

 6. In most asset classes, investor participation peaks as valuations peak. Even in 

equity class, majority of general public invest only after markets deliver outsized 

returns and hence reach expensive valuations. Investor investing currently in Gold 

may experience similar stress like an investor who entered equity in 2007 after 

Sensex delivered 500% in previous 5 years. 

Obsession with Gold

In 2010, a large corporate group did a survey across all four regions of India to understand 

the extent of equity penetration in India. The revelation validated what we know vaguely: 

South Indians consider equity as the asset class of the last resort, deserving lesser allocation 

than even chit funds.
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Table II

MCX Survey: Percentage of surveyed investors who have made investments

In the same survey, almost two third of the participants highlighted too much price 

fluctuation as the primary reason why they preferred Gold and other asset classes over 

equity.

Volatility

In the investment world, risk is measured by price fluctuation (volatility). If you judge an 

asset that has been fluctuating between 100 and 300 but grows 20%p.a. over a long period 

of time, against an asset that has been reasonably stable and still grows 10%p.a, the second 

is considered as less risky. 

There are two kinds of correction, price correction and time correction. Time correction is 

one where the asset prices correct over a long period of time. When an asset remains the 

same over a 5 year period with an average inflation of say 10%, it actually has corrected 

38%. (Over a 5 year period at the rate of 10%, the value must have risen to 160. Since it 

has remained at 100, the correction is 60/160). Price correction is something we all know, 

prices falling rapidly. Invariably, a liquid asset class like equities will more often have price 

correction and not so liquid asset classes like Real Estate will have time correction. Those 

who think Gold is a liquid asset class can consult their wives and in-laws about their plan to 

sell and decide how liquid Gold is.
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Just because an asset has remained stable for decades, it may indicate lower volatility and 

hence lower standard deviation in risk coupled with lower perceived risk, but the negative 

impact to investment returns is the same as a price fall and hence the risk is same. Gold 

price remaining static between 1991 and 2001, when average cost inflation index in India 

went from 182 to 406 (an average of 9%p.a.), is equivalent to a drop of 55% in value in 

relative terms. Psychologically, a 55% drop in value strikes us much more than no profit no 

loss over a 10 year period but both have the same impact in our portfolio.

Volatility is also a function of liquidity. All else being equal, an asset could become more 

volatile if the ease of trading in and out improves and cost of transaction reduces. Liquidity, 

strength of an asset class like Equity, brings price correction method along with it. Gold and 

Real Estate, that we tend to hold for longer time and hence relatively illiquid, exihibit time 

correction characteristic. Only the half baked financial advisors who define volatility as the 

only measurement of risk will recognize price correction as more risky and time correction 

as less risky whereas the impact is same to the portfolio.

The other major handicap for an investor in a volatile asset class is timing risk. It will have 

a huge psychological impact if price drop occurs just after the investment was made, 

chances for which are more in liquid asset class like equity.

Psychological Inferences:

Daniel Kahneman, one of the best known psychologists in the world, was awarded Nobel 

prize in 2002 for his pioneering work on behavioral pattern in financial matters. In this 

“Prospect Theory” he validates how investors placed different weights on gains and losses. 

He proved what we already know: The extent of distress one unit of loss can have on an 

individual is more than double of happiness the investor would get for one unit of 

equivalent gain.  Returns for a long period shown as CAGR, evens out one unit of risk with 

another unit of gain equally and hence fails to capture this fundamental temperamental 

handicap of the investor.  People typically give too much weight to recent experience and 

extrapolate recent trends that are at odds with long term averages and statistical odds. They 

tend to become more optimistic when market goes up and more pessimistic when the 

market goes down. In his recent blockbuster book, “Thinking, slow and fast” he explains 

through exhaustive experiments how investors reacted differently to the same situation 

when risk was presented differently. No return for 10 years appears ok as compared with 

55% drop immediately to many investors though portfolio impact is same, but presented 

differently.
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Conclusion

It would make immense sense for an investor who is holding Gold as an investment asset 

class in his portfolio to invest time in improving his temperament to view both price/time 

corrections as common element of investing in any asset class and rationally judge the 

underlying valuations. Equities have delivered substantially higher long term returns than 

Gold. Those who avoided them due to volatility can consider investing through “Systematic 

Investment Plan” that helps you be a beneficiary of volatility than be a victim of it. For those 

who argue the need to take all this psychological pain in investing in Sensex that delivers 

only few percentage points higher return than Gold, can decide so after looking at the 

graph below.  While stock selection may distinguish a poor investor from an average or 

great, for an investor who wants to be better than Gold over a long period of time may as 

well consider considering just Sensex or Nifty as his/her equity proxy. 
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APPENDICES
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“Compound Interest is the eighth wonder of the world. He who 
understands it, earns it… he who doesn’t, pays it”.

Albert Einstein

Rs. 1 Lakh will become Rs. 21 Cr in about 42 years at a compunded rate of 20%p.a. post tax

This is the return Warren Buffet has delivered for his shareholders, and the world considers this as the best

Had you managed to earn the same rate in FD, Bond or a Debt instrument that requires payment of annual tax @ 30%

Rs. 1 Lakh would have become just Rs.2.5 Cr during the same period.
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If you save Rs.1 Lakh every year and increase saving by about 10% every year, like 

Rs.1,10,000 in 2nd year and Rs.1,21,000 in 3rd year and so on, you would save about Rs.1 

Cr in 25 years.

Rs. 1 Cr you saved would have become Rs. 2 Cr @ 8%p.a. Rs. 5 Cr @ 15%p.a. and Rs. 7.5 

Cr @ 18%p.a.

If your return rate is 8%p.a. when inflation is 8%p.a., your purchase power remains the 

same as what you save

If your return rate is 15%, your purchase power increases by 2.3 times

If your return rate is 18%, your purchase power increases by 3.5 times.

If one believes they could easily earn 20%p.a over a long period of time, say 40 years, you 

could beat Warren Buffett who converted Rs.1 Lakh into Rs.20 Cr by achieving this rate over 

42 years.
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Disclaimer:
Those who are interested to get the detailed note on “Building Your Investment Portfolio – A revisit to Asset Classes” with information on Gold, 
Real Estate and Equities can write to maran@unificap.com . Views expressed are the personal views of the author. Standard Disclaimer: From 
time to time, the author has bought gold for his wife and only daughter and may continue to do so, but holds no ETFs, gold bars or any form 
of financial derivative in gold.
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